""" a a a ximate derivatives of the function f at the point x; A 0 -the interior of the set A in. the density topology; fA(x), fA(x), f^(x) -the lower, upper, ordinary derivatives of the function f at the point x relative to the set A (see [3] left-hand (f£(x)), upper (i^(x)), lower (f 9 (x)) approximate (p -derivatives are defined in p similar way with obvious modifications. The approximate <p -aeicivative will be simply called a <p-derivative. It is not difficult to see that the ^-derivative is a generalization of the approximate derivative (for <p (h) = h)j it is also a generalization of the left-hand approximate derivative (y(h) = -Ihl) and the right-hand approximate one (for <p{h) = Ihl).
The function <p is said to preserve outer density points, provided that, for each set A C (-<5,<?) and a point x € (-<5,
If the function <p transforms every measurable set into a measurable set and fulfils the condition written above for every measurable set A, then it is said to preserve density points.
Among all the functions preserving density points, the homeomorphisms are most interesting* We should remark that = 9(0) = 0 h-0
pTEJ
-900 -there exist homeomorphisms preserving density points and such that the inverse homeomorphisms do not preserve density points (see [1] ). It is easy to see that, if the number <5 is fixed, then the set of all homeomorphisms <p : (-6,$)^ (-6,6), <p{0) = 0 preserving density points and such that <p preserves density points is a group.
If the function p preserves a density point only at x = 0, then it is said to preserve the density point at 0 (or to preserve the outer density point at 0).
If the ordinary derivative f' (x) at a point x exists, then the <p -derivative f^(x) exists, and f^(x) = = f'(xj.
The inverse theorem is false. To give a simple example, let us consider the function exists. Let Z be a measurable set having 0 as a point of density and such that
The set (Z) is measurable and 0 is a point of density
We conclude that Let us now consider the function <p which is a homeomorphism in the sense of the density topology. Such homeomorphisms will be called T-homeomorphisms. It is easily seen that every T-homeomorphism fulfils the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4» So we have:
If 9 is a T-homeomorphism, then f^(x) exists at each point x at which exists, and than, also f^ix) = Definition 1.6. A function <p i (-5, 6 J --R is said to preserve upper outer density, provided that, for each set A C (-6,6) and x e (-5, 6), we have d(9>(A), 9(x)) >0 whenever d(A,x) >0. If 9(A) is measurable for each measurable set A C (-5, <5 ) and j p preserves upper outer density, then <p is said to preserve upper density. In similar way, one can define functions preserving lower density. If 9» fulfils the conditions written.above for x = 0, then it is said to preserve upper (outer) density at 0. Theorem 1.7. If 9 preserves upper outer density at 0, then, for each x € I, Proof.
It suffices to show that f a (x) < for x € I. Suppose there is a point x € I at whioh f Q (x) > f v (x). let « be a real number fulfilling the condition f"(x) > « > f (x). Let H be a set of positive a ^ upper outer density at 0, such that, for h e H, (4)
-903 - (5) f(x + »(h)) -f(x) /u * < cx . Then d (9(H), 0) > 0 and, , for z e g? {H) ,
This contradicts the inequality f_(x)>cx . Corollary 1.8.
If <p preserves upper outer density at 0, .then f^(x) exists at each point at which f'(x) exists, and both the derivatives are equal. a Wow, some sufficient conditions for approximate differentiability will be shown.
1.9. If 9 is a homeomorphism preserving a density point at 0, then f'(x) exists at each point at which f'(x) , a , * exists, and f^fx) = f & (x).
Froof. Let H be a measurable set having 0 as a point of density and such that
w where x is a point at which f^(x) exists. The set p(H) is measurable and d(9(H), 0) = 1. If z e 50(H) and z -»0,
This means that f' (x) exists and f' Q (x) = fl(x).
1.101. If 9? is a T-homeomorphism, 9 and 9 ~ are continuous at 0 in the sense of the natural topology, then f^(x) exists at each point x e I at which f^(x) exists, and both the derivatives are equal.
The proof is similar to that of 1.9.
1.11. If <p fulfils the following condition: for every set Z having its upper outer density positive at 0, the set p-1 (Z) has also its upper outer density at 0 positive; then, f»r x 6 I,
Proof. It suffices to prove the inequality f^(x) ^ Suppose there is a point x € I such that f",(x) < f"(x). There exists «€ R satisfying the inequality t a f m (x) < a < f 0 (x). The set Z of all z for which r 3
has its upper outer density at 0 positive. Hence, for h € H = 9>" Under the hypotheses of 1.11, f^(x) exists at each point x at which fp(x) exists and the equality f^(x) = f' a (x) holds.
T h e' o rem 1.13» If f As measurable and p is a homeomorphism fulfilling the condition: for every measurable set A having 0 as a point of density, (A) is a measurable set of the lower density positive at 0; and if f^(x) exists and is finite on a measurable set E C I, then f is approximately differentiable a.e. on E.
Proof.
For oach x e E, there exists a measurable set H(x) having 0 as a point of density and such that We conclude that *z(x)^ exists and is finite on E. Bow the theorem follows from the well-known Denjoy-Khintchine theorem (see [3] ).
On the y -y-derivative
Assume that jp and y are real-valued finite functions defined on the interval <0,<J), where <?>0, fulfilling the conditions 9(h) + y(h) > 0 for h > 0 and <p[0+) = j»(0) = = y(0+) = y(0) = 0.
Similarly as in the first part, we shall define functions preserving density (of course, at 0 we should consider only the right-hand density). given some sufficient conditions for the approximate and ordinary differentiability a.e. In the present paper some other conditions will be shown.
2.3.
If the ordinary derivative f'(x Q ) of f at x Q e I exists, the both the <p -y-derivatives of f at x 0 exist and all the derivatives are equal.
Proof. We may assume that f'(x Q ) =0 (if f'(x o )j*0, then tne function f(x) -f'(x Q )(x -x 0 ) may be considered). If 9» (h) ji 0 and y(h) i 0, then
Since 0< if»(h)< jp(h) + <j>(h), 0 s 9(h) 50(h) +y(h), the limit of (15) this does not change the fact that the limit of (15) exists» 2.4. If the <p -y-derivative ft, of a measurable fun-¡•iriT cüion f relative to the set P exists on a measurable set E, then the function fl is measurable, too. *»r»r P r, o of.
For each sequence (^n' n «N P 08^^0 numbers such that 0, h n e p, n = 1,2,... and for x e B, we have
hence fl ,, is a limit of the above sequence of measurable functions. Theorem 2.5. If f ia measurable and 9», y are homeomorphisms preserving the point of outer density at 0 and such that the functions -
for all x Q e I preserve the point of outer density at x Q , then (19) f p>y>y (x) < f Q (x) < f a (x) < f Pf?>f1 fx) a.e. on I.
Proof. It suffices to show that f "(x) ^ f"(x) a.e. on I. Suppose to the contrary that n o Let x Q be a point of outer density of E. Let P = = E n (x + p(P)). The set 9>(P) is closed, hence x Q is a point of outer right-heud density of E. Define a measurable set G = {xel: x>x 0 , g(x)>g(x 0 )}. If x e F, then x -x Q e j)(P) and if we define h = v~1(x -x Q ), then g(x Q ) = = g(x -(x-x 0 )) = g(x -<p(h)) < g(x + 99(h)) (since x e E). Hence x + 9(h) t G. So we have (23) G D P 0 = jx + 9>(v" 1 (x -x 0 )): x 6 p}.
Since x Q is a point of outer right-hand density of F Q (see hypotheses), x Q is also a point of right-hand density of G. We conclude that the set |x>x Q : g(x) ^ s( x 0 )} has x Q is a point of dispersion and, in consequence, g*(x Q ) 2; 0. In a similar way, the inequality. g~(x") ^ 0 could be proved.
-a O It is a contradiction because x Q c E. Corollary 2.6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.5, f is approximately differentiatee a.e. on the set x € I : f' (x) exists and is finite . 
It is enough to prove that ^(x) for xel. Suppose to the contrary that there exists some 
